Fit for fun.

Up for adventure, down for front-seat karaoke and everything in between. That’s the redesigned Fit. It’s got space for practically everyone and anything, thanks to four different interior configurations. And it’s packed with technology you’ll love. See why the Fit is a great fit for you.

Check out all the fun people have with their Fit at facebook.com/hondafit
Fit Sport shown in Milano Red.

Fit Sport shown in Orange Fury.

Fit for excitement.

Give them something to snap with the new Fit Sport. Packed with eye-catching additions like a chrome exhaust outlet, fog lights and an orange-accented interior. Pair all that with gloss black 16-inch alloy wheels, a rear diffuser and available race-inspired paddle shifters, and you'll get everything you want out of your drives. Plus a little more.
Fit for the city.

Wanna grab brunch? The Fit can take you all over the city and easily find space in those crowded parking lots. And with its versatile cargo modes, you can carry everything you pick up on your jaunts around the city.

See what others are doing in the city with their Honda at instagram.com/honda.

Fit Sport shown in Milano Red.
Fit for life.

The Fit is every bit as functional as it is fun. With great styling and available features like Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™, you’ll be ready to go whenever your next adventure calls.*

Share your adventures and see others at youtube.com/honda

Fit Sport shown with Black Fabric.

*Drive responsibly. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld electronic devices while operating a vehicle. For safety reasons, always launch your audio application or perform any other operation on your phone or audio device only when the vehicle is safely parked.
Fit EX-L shown in Aegean Blue Metallic with Black Leather. 

- Only use Refresh Mode (lower left) when the vehicle is safely parked.
- Return the seat and head restraint to their original position before driving.
- Honda reminds you to properly secure cargo items.

Got a tall friend? Plant friend? Dog friend? You can easily bring them along thanks to brilliant engineering and a little magic. The spacious interior has room for five, and the 2nd-row Magic Seat® helps you configure your Fit four different ways.
Fit is here to help keep you on track with Honda Sensing®, an available suite of safety and driver-assistive technologies that can help you avoid collisions.

Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)
With your hands on the steering wheel, long highway drives are easier with LKAS, which subtly adjusts steering to help keep the Fit centered in a detected lane.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
ACC helps you maintain a set following interval behind a detected vehicle for highway driving, so you don’t have to manually change your speed.

Collision Mitigation Braking System™ (CMBS)™
CMBS can help bring your Fit to a stop by automatically applying brake pressure when the system determines that a frontal collision is unavoidable.

Road Departure Mitigation System (RDM)
RDM can determine if you cross over detected lanes without signaling, can provide steering assistance to help you stay in your lane or provide braking to keep from leaving the roadway entirely.
Push Button Start
Keep your key in your pocket or purse, and start the engine with the push of a button (EX, EX-L).

Apple CarPlay
Available Apple CarPlay integration gives access to Apple Music, Maps, Messages and phone calls through Siri® and the Display Audio touch-screen.

Android Auto®
Android™ smartphone users can access Google Maps, Google Now,™ messages, music and other popular apps with the available Android Auto feature.

Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink®
Every Fit comes with Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink, so you can place and receive phone calls without taking your eyes off the road.

USB Audio Interface®
Connect your compatible smartphone, MP3 player or flash drive via USB, and you can play music and charge your devices.*

7-Inch Display Audio
Touch-screen technology is right up front. The Fit features a huge 7-inch Display Audio that’s a pinchable, swipeable command center for your music, communication, information and more* (Sport and above).

Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls
Make phone calls, select music and a lot more while keeping your hands on the wheel.*

Paddle Shifters
Race-inspired paddle shifters give you more control and make your drive that much more fun (Sport and above models with CVT).

Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System®
TM The available navigation system helps you find your way around and avoid gridlock; all on an easy-to-use touch-screen interface.*

Interior Features

Fit EX-L shown with Black Leather.

*Drive responsibly. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld electronic devices while operating a vehicle. For safety reasons, always launch your audio application or perform any other operation on your phone or audio device only when the vehicle is safely parked.
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Fit for comfort.

When it comes to comfort, the Fit has got your back. With a leather-trimmed interior and cozy heated front seats, you will enjoy getting in your Fit every time (EX-L).

Share your outings with Honda on twitter.com/honda
Fit for commutes.

Of course the Fit is fun to drive. It has a nimble chassis, standard multi-angle rearview camera11 and ingenious EarthDreams® Technology to give you plenty of zip and help you go longer between fill-ups.

Multi-Angle Rearview Camera11
Standard on every Fit, this incredibly useful feature helps show what's behind you from three different modes: Normal, Top-Down and Wide.

Advanced Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™)
The Honda-exclusive ACE body structure design utilizes a network of connected structural elements to distribute frontal crash energy more evenly.

EarthDreams Technology CVT
The available continuously variable transmission allows the engine to operate at optimal RPM levels and helped the Fit receive an impressive 40-mpg highway rating.*

Eco Assist™
This eco-conscious technology comes standard on every Fit, and on models with a CVT, the ECON button helps you maximize your fuel economy.*

Fit EX-L shown in Lunar Silver Metallic.

*29 city/36 highway/31 combined mpg rating for 6MT models. 33 city/40 highway/36 combined mpg rating for LX CVT model. 31 city/36 highway/33 combined mpg rating for Sport, EX & EX-L CVT models. Based on 2018 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving conditions and other factors.

11 Multi-Angle Rearview Camera is a Honda exclusive.
Fit for performance.

Manufactured to the same strict standards as Honda vehicles, Honda Genuine Accessories - featuring the Honda Factory Performance Kit - are the perfect way to personalize and protect your vehicle. Please see your Honda dealer for details and a complete list of accessories.

*Available fall 2017.